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Abstract 

Background: DNA microarray is a useful technology that simultaneously assesses the expression of thousands 

of genes. It can be utilized for the detection of cancer types and cancer biomarkers. This study aimed to predict 

blood cancer using leukemia gene expression data and a robust ℓ2,p-norm sparsity-based gene selection method. 

Materials and Methods: In this descriptive study, the microarray gene expression data of 72 patients with acute 

myeloid leukemia (AML) and lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) was used. To remove the redundant genes and 

identify the most important genes in the prediction of AML and ALL, a robust ℓ2,p-norm (0 < p ≤1) sparsity-

based gene selection method was applied, in which the parameter p method was implemented from 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 

and 1. Then, the most important genes were used by the random forest (RF) and support vector machine (SVM) 

classifiers for prediction of AML and ALL.  

Results: The RF and SVM classifiers correctly classified all AML and ALL samples. The RF classifier obtained 

the performance of 100% using 10 genes selected by the ℓ2,1/2-norm and ℓ2,1-norm sparsity-based gene selection 

methods. Moreover, the SVM classifier obtained a performance of 100% using 10 genes selected by the ℓ2,1/2-

norm method. Seven common genes were identified by all four values of parameter p in the ℓ2,p-norm method as 

the most important genes in the classification of AML and ALL, and the gene with the description “PRTN3 

Proteinase 3 (serine proteinase, neutrophil, Wegener granulomatosis autoantigen” was identified as the most 

important gene.  

Conclusion: The results obtained in this study indicated that the prediction of blood cancer from leukemia 

microarray gene expression data can be carried out using the robust ℓ2,p-norm sparsity-based gene selection 

method and classification algorithms. It can be useful to examine the expression level of the genes identified by 

this study to predict leukemia.  
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Introduction 
Leukemia is an amalgam of cancers that 

occurs due to the malignancy of the blood 

and bone marrow elements (1). On the 

other hand, it is abnormal white blood 

cells with incomplete development called 

blasts or leukemia cells (2). It is the most 

common cancer in children which is 

caused by infection, ionizing radiation, and 

genetic factors (3). Acute leukemia is a 

heterogeneous group of diseases 

categorized into lymphoid and myeloid 

leukemias based on the immunologic  

 

 

markers (2). The most common frequent 

types of leukemia among children are 

acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and acute 

lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) (4). AML 

(5,6) and ALL are the cancer of the 

myeloid, and lymphoid line of blood cells, 

respectively (4,5). Abnormal cells are 

rapidly reproduced in the bone marrow and 

blood, which leads to the dysfunction of 

normal blood cells in AML and ALL (5). 

Diagnosis of ALL from AML concerning 

treatment and prognosis is important. One 
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of the precise methods for diagnosis of 

ALL and AML is the use of genetic 

information and the patient’s DNA (3). 

DNA microarray technology is a possible 

method for the diagnosis of ALL and 

AML. Moreover, it can assess the 

expression of thousands of genes, 

simultaneously (7). The data of microarray 

gene expression are used to detect cancer 

biomarkers, cancer diagnosis, and 

biomarkers or gene signatures (8–10). The 

number of genes in microarray data is 

larger than the sample number, leading to 

challenges in the analysis of microarray 

data (8–10). Most of the genes in the 

microarray data are redundant, and a few 

relevant genes may be useful for cancer 

diagnosis and appropriate treatment 

selection in clinical management. 

Therefore, one of the most important steps 

in the analysis of microarray data is to 

reduce the number of genes and choose the 

proper genes to classify cancer, leading to 

the reduced processing time of 

classification and misclassification rate 

(9,11). To analyze the microarray data, 

gene selection methods and machine 

learning algorithms can be used to reduce 

the number of genes, remove the 

redundant genes, and identify the relevant 

ones (3). Gene selection methods can be 

divided into the filter, wrapper, and 

embedded methods. Filter methods are 

rapid and simple which is appropriate for 

microarray data with thousands of genes. 

In the filter methods, the genes are ranked 

according to certain characteristics 

independent of the classifiers. Wrappers 

apply some criteria for selecting several 

genes with the best performance for a 

specified classifier. Although these 

methods have good performance, their 

computational cost is high. In the 

embedded gene selection methods, gene 

selection and classification are done 

simultaneously (12). In the classical filter 

gene selection methods, the correlation 

among genes is ignored and the 

importance of each gene is individually 

evaluated. The sparsity-based gene 

selection methods use joint sparse models 

to consider the correlated information 

among different features in the gene 

selection process (3,13). In this study, a 

graph-based ℓ2,p-norm sparsity-based gene 

selection method was applied to identify 

the most important genes of leukemia gene 

expression data in the prediction of AML 

and ALL. The ℓ2,p-norm sparsity-based 

gene selection method is robust to outliers 

and considers the distribution of leukemia 

data in the gene selection process. Then 

random forest (RF) and support vector 

machine (SVM) classifiers were used to 

predict AML and ALL using the selected 

genes. 

 

Materials and Methods 
Data 
This study is descriptive, and the leukemia 

data was obtained from the microarray 

gene expression data collected from the 

bone marrow of leukemia cancer patients 

presented by Golub et al. (14). In the 

leukemia gene expression data, there is 

information about 72 patients are divided 

into 23 AML and 49 ALL samples, which 

include the expression of 7129 genes. To 

classify the leukemia data into the AML 

and ALL, the gene expression data should 

be split into the training set for model 

construction and the test set for model 

evaluation. In this study, the training set 

contains the gene expression data of 38 

leukemia patients (25 ALL and 13 AML) 

and the test set contains the gene 

expression data of 34 leukemia patients 

(24 ALL and 10 AML), respectively. 

The graph-based ℓ2,p-norm sparsity-based 

gene selection method 

To consider the importance of genes in the 

prediction of AML and ALL, a robust 

graph-based ℓ2,p-norm sparsity-based gene 

selection method called GS3FS was used 

which considers the distribution and 

geometry structure of leukemia data in the 

gene selection process. The gene selection 

method applies a loss function and 

regularization based on ℓ2,p-norm (0 < p 

≤1), which is robust to outlier and makes 
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the problem convex when p=1 and non-

convex when 0 < p < 1. The formulation of 

the ℓ2,p-norm gene selection method is 

defined as (13): 

 (1) 

In Eq. (1), Tr (.) is the trace operator, X is 

the leukemia data, Y is the leukemia types 

such as the AML and ALL, W is a 

projection matrix utilized for gene 

selection, b is the bias term, 1 is a column 

vector in which all elements are 1, and n is 

the number of training leukemia data.  

indicates the regularization parameters, 

which is set to 1 in this study, and L is the 

graph Laplacian. To calculate the graph 

Laplacian, a graph S with n nodes is 

created in which each node indicates each 

leukemia sample. In this graph, close 

leukemia samples are connected, and the 

weight matrix of this graph between an ith 

sample and the jth sample is calculated as: 

    

  (2) 

where xi is the ith sample in leukemia data. 

If xi is in among the K nearest neighbors of 

xi or xj is in among the K nearest 

neighbors of xj, the Si,j will be one. After 

the construction of the graph, the graph 

Laplacian is calculated as  where 

 is a diagonal matrix computed as 

. 

The objective function in Eq. (1) can use a 

predicted label matrix as 

 using the 

transductive classification algorithm in 

(15), where c is the number of the 

leukemia types such as AML and ALL. 

According to (16), F was defined as Eq. 

(3) to be smooth on the graph model S and 

be consistent with the labels of the training 

data. 

 

  (3) 

In Eq. (3), U ∈ Rn×n is a diagonal decision 

rule matrix, in which Uii = ∞ if xi is labeled 

training data and Uii=1 otherwise. 

By combining Eq. (3) into Eq. (1), the 

graph-based ℓ2,p-norm sparsity-based gene 

selection method GS3FS is defined as: 

  (4) 

The ℓ2,p-norm gene selection method in Eq. 

(4) uses the graph Laplacian of leukemia 

data to consider the distribution and 

geometry structure of data, utilizes the ℓ2,p-

norm on loss function to make the 

objective robust to the outlier, and the ℓ2,p-

norm on regularization to make the 

objective appropriate for a selection of 

genes and consider the correlation between 

genes in the gene selection process. 

Random forest 

Random forest (RF) is a classification 

method that creates a large number of 

decision trees in the training process and 

classifies the leukemia data based on the 

class selected by most trees. Each tree in 

the random forest predicts AML or ALL 

class, and the class with the most tree 

becomes the prediction of RF  (17).  

SVM 

Support vector machine (SVM) is a 

powerful classification algorithm that 

searches a boundary called a hyperplane 

which separates and classifies the 

leukemia data into AML and ALL. The 

main purpose of the SVM is to search the 

hyperplane with the maximum margin that 

provides the maximum separation between 

AML and ALL. In many real-world 

applications, the relationships are 

nonlinear and the classes are not linearly 

separable, and SVM can map the feature 

space to higher dimensions using a kernel 

trick, which may result in linear 
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relationships. Thus similar classes can be 

separated linearly (18). 

Ethical Considerations 

This study was approved by the Ethical 

Committee of Shahid Sadoughi University 

of Medical Sciences 

(IR.SSU.MEDICINE.REC.1401.143.).  

 

Results 
To predict the AML and ALL based on the 

leukemia gene expression data, we initially 

performed several experiments to identify 

the importance of each gene using the ℓ2,p-

norm sparsity-based gene selection method 

(GS3FS) in Eq. (1). In the experiments, 

parameter p in the ℓ2,p-norm sparsity-based 

gene selection method was implemented 

from {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}, the value of 

parameter λ in Eq. (1) was set to 1, and the 

value of parameter k which indicates the 

number of nearest neighbors for 

computing the graph Laplacian was set to 

5. The performance of the ℓ2,p-norm 

sparsity-based gene selection method was 

also compared with SFSS (19,20), a sparse 

gene selection method that applies the ℓ2-

norm based loss function and ℓ2,1-norm 

regularization, and FSLG (21) which is a 

sparse gene selection method based on ℓ2-

norm loss function and ℓ2,1/2-norm 

regularization. Then, the most important 

and relevant genes are selected and given 

to the SVM and RF classifiers to predict 

the leukemia type and classify the data into 

AML and ALL classes. The experiments 

performed by RF are repeated 10 times 

and the best results are reported. The 

number of trees in the RF classifier is set 

to 20. The linear kernel is used in the SVM 

classifier. The criteria used to assess the 

efficiency of the SVM classifier 

constructed by the genes selected by the 

ℓ2,p-norm sparsity-based gene selection 

method were accuracy, sensitivity, and 

specificity. The accuracy criterion 

indicates the percentage of leukemia 

samples that are correctly classified into 

AML and ALL. The sensitivity criterion 

shows the percentage of leukemia data that 

are correctly classified into AML class, 

and the specificity demonstrates the 

percentage of leukemia data that are 

correctly classified into ALL class. The 

performance of RF and SVM classifiers 

for the classification of AML and ALL 

using the 10 and 15 genes selected by the 

ℓ2,p-norm sparsity-based gene selection 

method are shown in Tables I and II, 

respectively. As shown in Tables I and II, 

the RF classifier obtained the performance 

of 100% and correctly classified all AML 

and ALL samples using 10 genes selected 

by the GS3FS method based on ℓ2,1/2-norm 

ℓ2,1-norm, and 15 genes selected by the 

GS3FS method based on ℓ2,1/4-norm, ℓ2,1/2-

norm, and ℓ2,1-norm. Moreover, the 

performance of 100% was obtained by the 

SVM classifier using 10 genes selected by 

the GS3FS method based on ℓ2,1/2-norm. 

The reason for the high efficiency of the 

ℓ2,p-norm (0 < p ≤1) gene selection method 

in identifying the most important genes 

was the use of distribution and geometry 

structure of all leukemia samples and the 

ℓ2,p-norm minimization on both 

regularization and loss function. The 

results of Tables I and II also demonstrated 

that RF and SVM classifiers using the 

genes selected by the ℓ2,p-norm sparsity-

based gene selection method (GS3FS) had 

better performance than the genes selected 

by SFSS and FSLG methods. This is 

because the GS3FS gene selection method 

applies the ℓ2,p-norm on regularization and 

loss function which makes the method 

robust to the outlier and selects the most 

relevant genes in the prediction of AML 

and ALL. To investigate the important and 

relevant genes of leukemia gene 

expression data, we identified common 

genes with high rank selected by the ℓ2,p-

norm gene selection method using all four 

values of parameter p, which was 

demonstrated in Table III. 
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Table I: The performance of RF and SVM classifiers for the classification of AML and ALL using the 

10 genes selected by different sparsity-based gene selection methods 

Classifier Gen selection 

method 

Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity 

RF GS3FS (ℓ2,1/4) 97.06 90 100 

GS3FS (ℓ2,1/2) 100 100 100 

GS3FS (ℓ2,3/4) 91.18 70 100 

GS3FS (ℓ2,1)  100 100 100 

SFSS 94.12 100 91.67 

FSLG 79.41 30 100 

SVM GS3FS (ℓ2,1/4) 97.06 100 95.83 

GS3FS (ℓ2,1/2) 100 100 100 

GS3FS (ℓ2,3/4) 91.18 100 87.50 

GS3FS (ℓ2,1)  44.12 100 20.83 

SFSS 94.12 100 91.67 

FSLG 20.59 100 25 

 

Table II: The performance of RF and SVM classifiers for the classification of AML and ALL using the 

15 genes selected by different sparsity-based gene selection methods 

Classifier Gen selection 

method 

Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity 

RF GS3FS (ℓ2,1/4) 100 100 100 

GS3FS (ℓ2,1/2) 100 100 100 

GS3FS (ℓ2,3/4) 97.06 90 100 

GS3FS (ℓ2,1)  100 100 100 

SFSS 91.18 100 87.50 

FSLG 82.35 60 91.67 

SVM GS3FS (ℓ2,1/4) 47.06 100 25 

GS3FS (ℓ2,1/2) 97.06 100 95.83 

GS3FS (ℓ2,3/4) 97.06 100 95.83 

GS3FS (ℓ2,1)  94.12 100 91.67 

SFSS 38.24 100 12.5 

FSLG 76.47 20 100 

 

Table III. The common genes with high rank selected by the ℓ2,p-norm gene selection method using all 

four values of parameter p on leukemia gene expression data 

Gene 

Number 

Accession Description 

4279 X55668_at PRTN3 Proteinase 3 (serine proteinase, neutrophil, Wegener 

granulomatosis autoantigen 

6277 M30703_s_at      Amphiregulin (AR) gene 

5954 Y00339_s_at CA2 Carbonic anhydrase II 

6308 M57731_s_at GRO2 oncogene 

5972 X57579_s_at GB DEF = Activin beta-A subunit (exon 2) 

5599 D28235_s_at Cyclooxygenase-2 (hCox-2) gene 

1745 M16038_at LYN V-yes-1 Yamaguchi sarcoma viral related oncogene 

homolog 
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Discussion 
In this study, we utilized the gene 

expression data of leukemia to identify the 

importance of each gene by the ℓ2,p-norm 

sparsity-based gene selection method and 

select the most important genes for 

classification into AML and ALL by the 

RF and SVM classifiers. The RF classifier 

correctly classified all AML and ALL 

samples and achieved the performance of 

100% using 10 genes selected by the 

GS3FS method based on ℓ2,1/2-norm and 

ℓ2,1-norm. The best performance of RF in 

the classification of AML and ALL using 

15 genes was 100%, and it was obtained 

by the GS3FS method based on ℓ2,1/4-norm, 

ℓ2,1/2-norm, and ℓ2,1-norm. The best 

classification performance of the SVM 

classifier using 10 genes was 100%, and it 

was obtained by the GS3FS method based 

on ℓ2,1/2-norm. SVM classifier using 15 

genes obtained an accuracy of 97.06% by 

the GS3FS method based on ℓ2,1/2-norm, 

ℓ2,3/4-norm. Arunkumar and Ramakrishnan 

(22) proposed a customized similarity 

measure using a fuzzy rough quick reduct 

algorithm for gene selection. In the first 

step, they used the Information Gain based 

entropy for dimensionality reduction, and 

in the second step, they employed the 

proposed fuzzy rough quick reduce 

method that defines a customized 

similarity measure to select the minimum 

number of relevant genes and remove the 

redundant genes. The fuzzy method 

achieved a classification accuracy of 

90.28% on a raw dataset of leukemia gene 

expression data, and 97.22% on 

dimensionality-reduced leukemia gene 

expression data. Kumar and Halder (23) 

proposed an ensemble-based active 

learning using a fuzzy-rough algorithm to 

classify cancer using microarray gene 

expression data. The proposed fuzzy-rough 

algorithm can achieve good classification 

accuracy with the limited training samples 

and deal with the uncertainty, overlap, and 

indiscernibility in the gene expression 

data. They obtained an accuracy of 97.72 

on the leukemia data using their proposed 

ensemble-based learning algorithm. They 

also obtained an accuracy of 93.62% 

utilizing the ALFKNN (24) method which 

applies the active learning strategy for the 

selection of the most confusing samples 

from the unlabeled microarray gene 

expression data. ALFNKK method selects 

the most confusing samples and classifies 

the test samples using the fuzzy 𝑘-nearest 

neighbor method. Moreover, they used the 

ALRFC (25) method, a rough fuzzy 

algorithm for the selection of the most 

confusing samples from the pool of 

unlabeled samples which classifies the test 

samples with the fuzzy membership value 

of the test samples for belonging to a 

particular class, and obtained the accuracy 

of 98.88% on leukemia data in the 

diagnosis of ALL and AML. Sun et al. 

(26) proposed a neighborhood rough set 

gene selection method (GSFSJNE), which 

uses the entropy measure-based gene 

selection with Fisher score for tumor 

classification. The method can deal with 

real-value data whilst maintaining the 

original information of gene classification. 

They applied the Fisher score for 

dimension reduction and irrelevant genes 

elimination. Then, they considered some 

neighborhood entropy-based uncertainty 

criteria to handle the uncertainty and noise 

of gene expression data, derive some of 

their properties, and establish the 

relationships among the criteria. Finally, 

they presented a joint neighborhood 

entropy-based gene selection algorithm 

with the Fisher score to select the relevant 

genes from gene expression data. They 

used the GSFSJNE gene selection method, 

selected four important genes from 

leukemia gene expression data, and 

classified the genes selected by the 

GSFSJNE method using SVM, KNN, and 

C4.5 classifiers with the accuracy of 

88.89%, 91.98%, and 77.64%, 

respectively. Sheikhpour et al. (3) 

identified the important genes of leukemia 

data by a sparse gene selection method 

which uses a quadratic loss function and a 

regularization based on ℓ2,1-norm. Then, 
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they used SVM, KNN, Gaussian kernel 

density estimation-based classifier 

(GKDEC), and linear discriminant 

classifier (LDC) classifiers using the 

selected genes to classify AML and ALL. 

SVM, GKDEC, KNN, and LDC achieved 

an accuracy of 94.12%, 100%, 91.18%, 

and 100% on the classification of AML 

and ALL samples, respectively.  Abdullah 

et al. (27) utilized an ensemble classifier 

called EOD classifier to predict the 

leukemia subtypes from microarray gene 

expression data. The classification 

accuracy of the EOD classifier in the 

prediction of AML and ALL was 96.66% 

using 10-fold cross-validation. Abdullah et 

al. (27) obtained an accuracy of 98.33%, 

90.83%, 95%,94.16%, and 96.66% using 

naïve Bayes (NB), k-nearest neighbor 

(KNN), SVM, multi-layer perceptron 

(MLP) and RF classifiers, respectively. 

Kumar Dey and Islam (28) predicted AML 

and ALL from leukemia gene expression 

data using three machine-learning 

algorithms. Initially, they applied principal 

component analysis (PCA) to reduce the 

dimensionality of leukemia data, and then 

utilized artificial neural networks (ANN), 

RF, and XGBoost classifiers to predict the 

type of leukemia gene expression data. 

The classification accuracy of ANN, RF, 

and XGBoost was 92.3%, 80.8%, and 

92.3%, respectively. Maria and Thirupathi 

(29) carried out an analysis of different 

classification algorithms on leukemia gene 

expression Data. They used KNN, SVM, 

NB, logistic regression, RF, and ANN 

algorithms for the classification of 

leukemia samples into AML and ALL. 

They obtained an accuracy of 88.2% and 

94.1%. 91.2%, 100%, 91.2%, and 85.3 

using KNN, SVM, NB logistic regression, 

RF, and ANN, respectively. Li et al. (30) 

applied the weighted gene co-expression 

networks to split the genes of leukemia 

data into groups and presented a 

regularized multinomial regression with 

overlapping group lasso penalty 

(MROGL) to select gene groups and carry 

out multi-classification. MROGL method 

obtained an accuracy of 95.8% using 612 

genes of leukemia data. Wu et al. (31) 

proposed a method that combines manifold 

learning and Gaussian process 

classification to classify gene expression 

data. They used Isometric feature mapping 

for dimension reduction of data and 

manifold feature extraction, and the 

Gaussian process for gene expression 

classification. They achieved an accuracy 

of 98.61% using their proposed method 

and an accuracy of 97.22% using the SVM 

classifier and SLIE gene selection method 

on leukemia gene expression data. 

    

Conclusion 
The results obtained in this study 

demonstrated that the types of leukemia 

can be predicted with high accuracy using 

the genes identified by the robust ℓ2,p-norm 

(0 < p ≤1)  sparsity-based gene selection 

method and the machine learning 

algorithms. The robust ℓ2,p-norm sparsity-

based gene selection method with different 

values of parameter p considered the 

distribution of leukemia data to identify 

the most important genes. The 

examination and study of the expression 

level of the selected genes can be useful in 

the prediction of leukemia. 
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